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雲林縣天主教永年高級中學 112 年永年盃國小學藝競試 英文科試卷 

就讀學校：         國小 姓名：             准考證號碼：          共 4 頁  畫卡作答 
一、字彙選擇（每題 3 分，共 15 題，共 45 分） 
1. English is a           language to know.(A)large (B) ticket (C)meat (D)useful 
2.           the sentence to the beginning of the paper. 
  (A) Move (B)Wash (C)Brush (D)Act 
3. Nina’s          are growing well. (A)glue (B)actress (C) plants (D)air 
4.        of people live in the city. (A)Bottom (B)Millions (C)Players (D)Public 
5. What are your           for today? (A)hurry (B)sea (C)plans (D)seasons 
6. I put           on the bread. (A) butter (B)moon (C)cute (D) bank 
7. The           asked a question. (A)jacket (B)breakfast (C)farm (D) reporter 
8. My cat has a long          . (A)heart (B)soup (C)card (D) tail 
9. Let’s take a            to the library. (A) rain (B)snow (C)taxi (D)pumpkin 
10. Josh loves cake because it’s           . (A)bright (B)sweet (C)poor (D)sad 
11.There are many delicious snacks at the night     in Taiwan.  

(A)markets (B) temples (C)theaters (D) restaurants 
12.He took a long rest after his     to India. 

 (A) watch (B) travel (C) hair  (D)cookie 
13.A     “No phone use” is on the wall.(A) class (B) sign (C) time (D)place 
14. The children are playing with         . (A)fire (B)toys (C)parks (D)museum 
15.The ______ on TV is Jolin. Her song is good. 

(A)doctor (B) nurse  (C)singer (D) people 
 
二、文法選擇（每題 3 分，共 13 題，共 39 分） 

16. Irene loves music. She plays     in her free time.  
(A)the piano (B) baseball (C) the football (D) cake 

17. Ann:        are Ray and Matt? Roy: Ray is twenty-one, and Matt is sixteen. 
(A) How (B) What (C) Who (D)  How old 

18. Jill: What     is today?  Max: It’s Friday.   
(A) time (B) date (C) day (D) month 

19. Look! The monkeys           up and down near the tree now. 
    (A)jump (B)jumps (C)are jumping (D)is jumping 
20. Mr. Lee : Alex,         sit on your desk. Alex: Oh, sorry. 
    (A)don’t (B)no (C)not (D)don’t be 
21. Time for class. Let’s         to the classroom. 
   (A) can go (B)go (C)is going (D)going 
22. The books on the desk     good, too.(A) is (B)do (C) are (D) does 
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23. A: What’s Diane’s phone number? B:               2274-0504. 
(A) It’s (B)Her (C) She’s (D)Its 

24. A:           are you, Amy? B: I am in the bathroom. 
(A)What  (B)Who  (C) How  (D) Where  

25. This is my dog.          name is Coffee. (A) Him (B) He (C) His (D) That 
26.A:       I watch TV, Mom? B: No, you can’t. 

(A) Am (B) Can  (C) Isn’t (D) Are 
27.Grandma            watching TV. She is talking on the phone. 

(A) are (B) isn’t  (C) aren’t (D) is 
28. Mom     the kitchen this morning, and     very clean now.  

(A) cleans; it’s (B) cleaned; it was (C) cleans; it was (D) cleaned; it’s 
三、綜合測驗（每題 3 分，共 6 題，共 18 分） 
(一)  

(In the classroom) 
Pam: Hi, I’m Pam Lin, your new classmate.  What’s your name? 
   Liz:  29.   How’s our class? 
Pam: Not bad.  Hey, what’s that in your hand? 
   Liz: A picture. 
Pam:  30.   Is she your sister? 
    Liz: No, she’s my cousin, Judy. 
Pam: Is she a teacher? 
   Liz:  31.  
Pam: Really?  My mother is a doctor, too.  She’s an animal doctor. 

29.(A) Your name is Pam Lin.     (B) My name is Liz Wang.  
(C) Yes, my name’s Liz Wang.  (D) No, your name’s Pam Lin. 

30.(A) Who’s the woman in the picture?  
(B) It’s not a nice picture.  
(C) How’s the girl in the picture?  
(D) Is the woman in the picture our teacher? 

31.(A) Yes, she’s a doctor.    (B) No, she’s a teacher.  
(C) Yes, she’s a teacher.  (D) No, she’s a doctor. 

(二) 
Cindy: Hi, Daniel.  What are you doing? 
Daniel: I am putting an ad on the Net. 
 Cindy: An ad? 
Daniel: Yes, I want to sell my computer. 
 Cindy: Your computer?  Don’t you need it? 
Daniel:  32.   I plan to buy a new computer. 
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 Cindy: I see.  How much are you going to sell it? 
Daniel: NT$8,000. 
 Cindy: OK!  The price is great.  I can    33.     it . 
Daniel: Really?   34.  do you do with the computer? 
 Cindy: I do my homework with it. 

32.(A) Yes, I do.  (B) Sure, I need it.  (C) No, I can’t.  (D) No, I don’t. 
33.(A) smell      (B) taste            (C) sell         (D) buy 
34.(A) How       (B) When          (C) What        (D) Where 
四、閱讀理解（每題 3 分，共 6 題，共 18 分） 
(一) 

 
35.Two     and three     are in the classroom.  

(A) boy; mothers (B) girls; fathers (C) boys; girls (D) teachers; girls 
36.What is on the wall?  

(A) The chair. (B) The apple. (C) The ruler. (D) The clock. 
(二) 

 (At Kevin’s house) 
   Kevin: Welcome to my house, Evie. 
   Evie: Thanks.  Here’s a gift for you.  Open it. 
   Kevin: OK.  Wow, it’s a purple watch with a gray band.  Thanks.   

These are my favorite two colors. 
   Evie: Really?  They’re my favorite colors, too.  Hey, Kevin, your house  

is nice and big. 
   Kevin: Thanks. 
   Evie: Are those your birds? 
   Kevin: Yes.  This pink bird on the chair by the door is Coco, and that yellow 
bird under the table in the living room is Buddy. 
   Evie: They are beautiful birds. 
   Kevin: And they are good singers, too. 
   Evie: Wow！ 
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37.Where is the pink bird?  
(A)Under the table. (B)By the door. (C)In the living room. 

38.Which is NOT true about the two birds?  
(A) Buddy and Coco are beautiful.  
(B) Coco is pink, and Buddy is yellow.  
(C) Buddy is a good singer, but Coco isn’t. 

 
(三) 

On a hot day in summer, a rabbit went down to a river and drank some 
water.  The rabbit looked at himself in the water and liked his beautiful long 
ears, but he wasn’t happy with his short legs. 
  After the rabbit drank the water, a tiger jumped on him.  With his short 
legs, the rabbit ran very fast, and the tiger did not catch up with him. 
  The rabbit was happy because the tiger did not catch him.  Ten minutes 
later, the tiger showed up again.  When the rabbit saw the tiger, the tiger 
caught him by his long ears.  That was the end of the story. 

 
39.Which can we know from the reading?  

(A) Drinking water in the river is not a good idea.  
(B) Beautiful things may bring trouble.  
(C) The rabbit doesn’t like his long legs. 
(D) A tiger has long ears and short legs. 

40.Which is right about the rabbit in the story?  
(A) The tiger ate the rabbit in his sleep.  
(B) The tiger caught the rabbit’s tail in the end.  
(C) The rabbit could run away the first time.  
(D) The rabbit could jump onto the tiger. 
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解答 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

D A C B C A D D C B 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

A B B B C A D C C A 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

B C A D C B B D B A 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

D D D C C D B C B C 


